
Belmont Park (NYRA)

10/30/2011

Contender Analysis:  #6 NAPLES BAY has had a short break in action after finishing poorly last out.  Should be 
able to show improvement today and may be a contender. Appear to have a good shot. #4 MASTER SHADE 
showed marked improvement last out after a break in the action and may be ready to come back with similar 
form today.  Shows  fair potential to be on board. #9 PURPLE CAT looks somewhat likely to improve again after 
a so-so first two races. A moderate possibility today.

Race 1

Contender Analysis:  #2 SCORPER made a consistent effort in last race.  Often an indication for improvement. Is 
very likely to be on board and has a good chance at prevailing today. #7 DR. W has been running evenly in 
recent races and has shown some good indicators for improvement. Is very likely to be in contention today. #12 
HISTORY STARTS NOW made a consistent effort in last as well as the time before last and shows some 
indicators for improvement today. Might be in contention today.

Race 2

Contender Analysis:  #2 GLIB looks somewhat likely to improve again today after putting in two career races. A 
fair possibility today. #5 TOWN PRIZE appears on edge and ready to make a good effort after a fair effort last 
out.  Appears to be a somewhat strong possibility. #3 IL VILLANO has raced well enough in the first two times 
around the oval and might be ready to improve again today.  A fair possibility this out.

Race 3

Contender Analysis:  #3 SILVER MAX showed some improvement in last and may improve further today.  Very 
likely to be in the fray today. #7 WHICH MARKET returning after a good first out.  Appears likely to show 
improvement this round. A fair chance at being a factor today. #6 GRANDPA LEN made a consistent effort in last 
race.  Often an indication for improvement. Has a fair chance of being on board today.

Race 4

Contender Analysis:  #9 WILD PARTY showed improvement last out and may keep on going today.  A strong 
chance of being close up this third out. #3 SKORTON improved after weak efforts in previous races which may 
have helped to put this one on edge.  Appears to be a marginally likely candidate today. #11 TESORO SILVER 
has been running evenly in recent races and has shown some good indicators for improvement. Somewhat likely 
to be in contention today.

Race 5
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Contender Analysis:  #8 RODINIA put out a somewhat weak effort last out but looks likely to show improvement 
today.  Looks very likely to be on board and has a good shot at being close up. #1 PROUD AND CHARMING 
appears very likely to be in contention after short break and a good race last out. May be the one to beat. #2 
STOCK FUND made a consistent effort in last and showed some indicators for improvement. Could be in the fray 
today.

Race 6

Contender Analysis:  #3 SELECT CAT appeared off in last after a fair outing time before last.  Has a fair chance 
of being a factor this time around. #2 WELL KEPT looks somewhat likely to improve again after a so-so first two 
races. A moderate possibility today. #7 DANCING ANNA raced evenly last out and did not post strong figures.  
Could be on edge and may fire this out.  Appears to be a fair possibility.

Race 7

Contender Analysis:  #7 ROYAL BONNIE regressed after a good first out and may be a contender today. #4 ST 
PANCRAS should return to previous form this out after a poor showing last out.  A probable contender today with 
a good shot at being in the mix.. #6 COLORMESAICHI has been a consistent runner as of late.  Often an 
indication for improvement. Likely to be a factor today.

Race 8

Contender Analysis:  #16 PACKERS VALLEY is returning after a competitive first time out. Should show 
improvement this round and looks like a probable contender this time around. #3 SCAT ABOUT had a mediocre 
effort in last which suggests that this one could not be ready to show improvement today.  A fair chance of being 
in contention. #1 CARJON CARJON raced pretty steady in first two events.  Will probably continue to improve 
today.  A somewhat likely contender.

Race 9
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